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Jerry Thigpen's study on the history of the Combat Talon is the first effort to tell the story of this wonderfully capable
machine. This weapons system has performed virtually every imaginable tactical event in the spectrum of conflict and by
any measure is the most versatile C-130 derivative ever produced. First modified and sent to Southeast Asia (SEA) in
1966 to replace theater unconventional warfare (UW) assets that were limited in both lift capability and speed, the Talon I
quickly adapted to theater UW tasking, including infiltration and resupply and psychological warfare operations into North
Vietnam. After spending four years in SEA and maturing into a highly respected UW weapons system, the Joint Chief of
Staff (JCS) chose the Combat Talon to lead the night, low-level raid on the North Vietnamese prison camp at Son Tay.
Despite the outcome of the operation, the Talon I cemented its reputation as the weapons system of choice for longrange, clandestine operations.In the period following the Vietnam War, United States Air Force (USAF) special
operations gradually lost its political and financial support, which was graphically demonstrated in the failed Desert One
mission into Iran. Thanks to congressional supporters like Earl Hutto of Florida and Dan Daniel of Virginia, funds for
aircraft upgrades and military construction projects materialized to meet the ever-increasing threat to our nation. Under
the leadership of such committed, hard-driven officers as Brenci, Uttaro, Ferkes, Meller, and Thigpen, the crew force
became the most disciplined in our Air Force. It was capable of penetrating hostile airspace at night, in a low-level
mountainous environment, covertly to execute any number of unconventional warfare missions.The highly trained,
disciplined Talon I crews led the invasions of Grenada in October 1983 and Panama in December 1989. The long-range
"pathfinder" capability of the Talon Is made them the indispensable choice for these classic airfield seizure operations. In
Desert Storm the Talon Is reverted to their Vietnam psychological warfare role by dropping millions of leaflets over Iraq
and Kuwait. Additionally, they dropped eleven 15,000-pound BLU-82B bombs. Today the Talon I largely fulfills the
penetrating tanker role, which includes the low-level penetration of hostile airspace and electronic countermeasures
(ECM) protection for combat search and rescue rotary-wing forces.Contents * Foreword * PREFACE * A WORD FROM
THE COMMANDER * INTRODUCTION * Chapter 1 * Establishment of Combat Talon * Chapter 2 * The Combat Talon
Weapons System * Chapter 3 * Combat Knife (The Pope Air Force Base Years: 1965-74) * Chapter 4 * Combat Spear
(The Vietnam War Years: 1966-74) * Chapter 5 * Combat Arrow (Europe: 1968-74) * Chapter 6 * The Son Tay Prisoner
of War Raid (1970) * Chapter 7 * Between the Wars (1975-79) * Chapter 8 * The Iranian Rescue Mission (1979-80) *
Chapter 9 * Project Honey Badger and Credible Sport (1980-81) * Chapter 10 * From Desert One to Point Salines
(1981-83) * Chapter 11 * Road to Combat Talon II (1984-89) * Chapter 12 * Operation Just Cause (1989-90) * Chapter
13 * Desert Shield/Desert Storm (1990-91) * Chapter 14 * Mount Pinatubo to Operation Joint Endeavor (1991-95) *
Chapter 15 * Operation Assured Response to the New Millennium (1996-2000) * EPILOGUE * Appendices * Appendix A
* Live Fulton STARS Made by Combat Talon Aircraft * Appendix B * Partial Summary of Upgrades, MOD-90 Combat
Talon I * GLOSSARY
This book describes and explains Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore’s attitudes and policies regarding the Vietnam
War. While it is generally known that all three countries supported the US war effort in Vietnam, it reveals the motivations
behind the decisions of the decision makers, the twists and turns and the nuances in the attitudes of Jakarta, Kuala
Lumpur and Singapore following the development of the war from the 1950s through to its end in 1975. Although the
principal focus is the three supposedly non-aligned countries - Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore, the perspectives of
Thailand and the Philippines - the two Southeast Asian countries which were formally allied with the United States - are
discussed at the appropriate junctures. It makes an original contribution to the gradually growing literature on the
international history of the Vietnam War and furthers our knowledge of the diplomatic history of Indonesia, Malaysia and
Singapore in the early independent years, 1945/1949, 1957 and 1965 respectively, which coincided with early years of
the Cold War in Southeast Asia.
AGAINST THE WAR is a historical novel examining the response of the Vietnam War generation to the Vietnam War and
the effect of the war on American society. The novel follows the intertwined lives of four friends, rowing team mates, who
graduate from college in 1967, at the height of the war. Two of the four friends become involved in the war, one as a
combat pilot and one as a medic. The other two of the four friends, in seeking to avoid the war, become involved in the
counter culture that arises from the anti-war movement. The novel also follows the lives of the four women who become
the eventual companions of the four men.
The Definitive Account Many other authors have written about what they thought happened -- or thought should have
happened -- in Vietnam, but it was Henry Kissinger who was there at the epicenter, involved in every decision from the
long, frustrating negotiations with the North Vietnamese delegation to America's eventual extrication from the war. Now,
for the first time, Kissinger gives us in a single volume an in-depth, inside view of the Vietnam War, personally collected,
annotated, revised, and updated from his bestselling memoirs and his book Diplomacy. Here, Kissinger writes with firm,
precise knowledge, supported by meticulous documentation that includes his own memoranda to and replies from
President Nixon. He tells about the tragedy of Cambodia, the collateral negotiations with the Soviet Union and the
People's Republic of China, the disagreements within the Nixon and Ford administrations, the details of all negotiations in
which he was involved, the domestic unrest and protest in the States, and the day-to-day military to diplomatic realities of
the war as it reached the White House. As compelling and exciting as Barbara Tuchman's The Guns of August, Ending
the Vietnam War also reveals insights about the bigger-than-life personalities -- Johnson, Nixon, de Gaulle, Ho Chi Minh,
Brezhnev -- who were caught up in a war that forever changed international relations. This is history on a grand scale,
and a book of overwhelming importance to the public record.
Learn how the United States ended up fighting for twenty years in a remote country on the other side of the world. The
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Vietnam War was as much a part of the tumultuous Sixties as Flower Power and the Civil Rights Movement. Five US
presidents were convinced that American troops could end a war in the small, divided country of Vietnam and stop
Communism from spreading in Southeast Asia. But they were wrong, and the result was the death of 58,000 American
troops. Presenting all sides of a complicated and tragic chapter in recent history, Jim O'Connor explains why the US got
involved, what the human cost was, and how defeat in Vietnam left a lasting scar on America.
Explore how the American public viewed the war in Vietnam and how American culture changed during the Vietnam era.
Includes a glossary, websites, and other resources.
Immediately after its founding by H? Chí Minh in September 1945, the Democratic Republic of Vietnam (DRV) faced
challenges from rival Vietnamese political organizations and from a France determined to rebuild her empire after the
humiliations of WWII. H?, with strategic genius, courageous maneuver, and good fortune, was able to delay full-scale war
with France for sixteen months in the northern half of the country. This was enough time for his Communist Party, under
the cover of its Vietminh front organization, to neutralize domestic rivals and install the rough framework of an
independent state. That fledgling state became a weapon of war when the DRV and France finally came to blows in
Hanoi during December of 1946, marking the official beginning of the First Indochina War. With few economic resources
at their disposal, H? and his comrades needed to mobilize an enormous and free contribution in manpower and rice from
DRV-controlled regions. Extracting that contribution during the war’s early days was primarily a matter of patriotic
exhortation. By the early 1950s, however, the infusion of weapons from the United States, the Soviet Union, and China
had turned the Indochina conflict into a “total war.” Hunger, exhaustion, and violence, along with the conflict’s growing
political complexity, challenged the DRV leaders’ mobilization efforts, forcing patriotic appeals to be supplemented with
coercion and terror. This trend reached its revolutionary climax in late 1952 when H?, under strong pressure from Stalin
and Mao, agreed to carry out radical land reform in DRV-controlled areas of northern Vietnam. The regime’s 1954 victory
over the French at ?i?n Biên Ph?, the return of peace, and the division of the country into North and South did not slow
this process of socialist transformation. Over the next six years (1954–1960), the DRV’s Communist leaders raced
through land reform and agricultural collectivization with a relentless sense of urgency. Mass Mobilization in the
Democratic Republic of Vietnam, 1945–1960 explores the way the exigencies of war, the dreams of Marxist-Leninist
ideology, and the pressures of the Cold War environment combined with pride and patriotism to drive totalitarian state
formation in northern Vietnam.
"Using new and largely inaccessible Vietnamese sources as well as French, British, Canadian and American archives,
Pierre Asselin sheds valuable light on Hanoi's path to war. Step by step the narrative makes Hanoi's revolutionary
strategy from the end of the French Indochina War to the start of the Anti-American Resistance Struggle for Reunification
and National Salvation (the Vietnam War) transparent. The book reveals how North Vietnamese leaders moved from a
cautious policy emphasizing nonviolent political and diplomatic struggle to a far riskier pursuit of military victory"-The war in Vietnam achieved almost none of the goals the American decision-makers formulated, and it cost more than 56,000 American
lives. Yet, until recently, Americans have preferred to ignore the causes and consequences of this disaster by treating the war as an
aberration in United States foreign policy, an unfortunate but unique mistake. What are the "lessons" of Vietnam? Many previous discussions
have focused on narrow or misleading questions, rehashing military decisions, for example, or offering blow-by-blow accounts of Washington
infighting, or castigating foreign-policy decision-makers. Michael Sullivan undertakes instead a broad and systematic treatment of the
American experience in Vietnam, using a variety of theoretical perspectives to study several aspects of that experience, including the
decision-making process and decision-makers' perceptions of the war; public opinion and "mood" before, during, and after the war; and the
Vietnam War in relation to the Cold War and to power structures and patterns of violence in the international system. The major goal of The
Vietnam War: A Study in the Making of American Policy is to show that the American experience, not only in Vietnam but elsewhere in the
world, must be understood as an integral part of the processes of both American foreign policy and international politics. Sullivan
demonstrates the importance of using a variety of empirical and quantitative evidence to study foreign policy and of relating a specific
historical situation like the Vietnam War to broader theories of international relations.
The editors of this collection of essays have thoughtfully and thoroughly compiled a sequence of essays that take readers through the highcontroversial and devastating Vietnam War. The essays are international sources, giving multiple perspectives. Readers receive a historical
background on the war and learn of the major factors that contributed to it. They will read about the controversies surrounding it, as well as
read compelling personal narratives from those who lived through it or were directly impacted by the war.
The Vietnam War sparkled one of the most controversial periods in American History. Although Vietnam had been fighting for its
independence for thousands of years, the United States didn't enter the picture until the 1950s. Increasing tensions between North and South
Vietnam officially brought the U.S. into the war in 1964. At the same time, a military draft was instituted. People struggled to understand the
role of the U.S. in Vietnam. Americans began learning more about the Vietnam War through television. As the first "televised" war, Americans
were treated to horrific scenes with their evening news. Popular magazines and newspapers published the effects of battle on their front
pages. These images added to the antiwar sentiment. Meanwhile, three million U.S. troops faced constant danger in a war eventually
determined to be "unwinnable." After more than 58,000 American soldiers were killed, the U.S. finally pulled out of Vietnam in 1973, and
South Vietnam fell in 1975. The effects of the war would last much longer. Book jacket.
An examination of Vietnam War protests that occurred among Midwestern and Southern college students American high schoolers,
conservative students, and women students.
Merriam Press Vietnam War Series First Edition 2017. As you probably know, there are hundreds of books on a variety of topics about the
Vietnam War. Many of these manuscripts deal with heroic actions and stories of courage and sacrifice. Professor Schaap's work does as
well. The majority of the other tomes published about this conflict are presented strictly in a historical perspective. Some books actually
bounce around the course of military events that happened over a ten-year period of time. Besides, many of them-especially the memoirs-talk
about the same old stuff-one combat event after another in an impersonal and unemotional way, using one vulgar word after another.
However, Dr. Schaap, an academician for over 38 years, has addressed the Vietnam War quite differently. He has adopted the individual side
of this conflict in a more personal way. The author has also included a collection of his dangerous experiences and deadly missions that
reflect what young warriors went through during the early phase of the Vietnam War. As such, this book is most touching as well as
enlightening to read. By comparison as well as product differentiation, Vietnam: My War-Five Decades Later is primarily about "educating" the
first-time reader to what life was like for a typical combat Marine in Vietnam. Like some of the other books about Vietnam, it does cover key
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combat operational events. But it really goes well beyond that. Schaap's work reaches to the more poignant and emotional side of the reader.
Further to this point, it shares with the reader, in a true-to-life way, with virtually no vulgarity, what a Marine Corps existence was like for the
author for almost two full years, starting off by completing a full beachhead landing in Da Nang, Vietnam, and ending with him as a military
policeman in Camp Pendleton, California. Schaap's book provides the reader with what he or she needs to know about the Marines and the
early part of this conflict. This is accomplished from a "big picture" as well as a "small-picture" standpoint. It is written in a way that youcan
easily understand and appreciate. 99 photos/illustrations/maps Contents Introduction Chapter 1: Looking Back-Five Decades Ago Chapter 2:
Vietnam: Da Nang Chapter 3: Vietnam: Reassigned to Another Unit Chapter 4: Vietnam: Chu Lai Chapter 5: Vietnam: Batangan Peninsula ...
and More Chapter 6: Vietnam: Que Son Valley Chapter 7: Vietnam: An Trach Chapter 8: Vietnam: It is Time to Go Home, or is It? Chapter 9:
Camp Pendleton: The Later Days Chapter 10: Five Decades Later: So, What Does It All Mean? Chapter 11: Epilogue Glossary Appendix 1:
Vietnam War Statistics (20 tables) Appendix 2: Myths and Facts About the Vietnam War Appendix 3: Facts About the Vietnam War Appendix
4: Presidential Unit Citation to the Third Marine Division (Reinforced)
The Vietnam War remains one of the most controversial and galvanizing conflicts in modern history. To better comprehend why so many
nations became involved in the war, this wide-ranging volume delves into the many causes of the conflict, from French colonialism to the
spread of Communism to the final sparks that ignited combat. Readers will also learn about key moments within the conflict and the lasting
effects of the war's conclusion. Vivid photographs throughout the book give readers a sense of Vietnam?s geography, a key role player in the
eventual outcome.
A survey of the Vietnamese communist experience during the Vietnam War (1954-75) with a focus on high-level decision-making and military
planning.
The Vietnam War constitutes a defining moment in modern history. Starting from a time soon after the Japanese surrender in 1945, at the
end of the Second World War, and lasting to the North Vietnamese conquest of South Vietnam in 1975 to re-create a unified Vietnamese
state, the war pitted the Communists of Vietnam, against a number of opponents. Those included first the French and second the South
Vietnamese and Americans, the latter supported by a number of allies. Each title in this series contains color photos throughout, and back
matter including: an index, further reading lists for books and internet resources, and a timeline. Key Icons appear throughout the books in
this series in an effort to encourage library readers to build knowledge, gain awareness, explore possibilities and expand their viewpoints
through our content rich non-fiction books. Key Icons in this series are as follows: Words to Understand are shown at the front of each
chapter with definitions. These words are set in boldfaced type in that chapter, so that readers are able to reference back to the
definitions--building their vocabulary and enhancing their reading comprehension. Sidebars are highlighted graphics with content rich material
within that allows readers to build knowledge and broaden their perspectives by weaving together additional information to provide realistic
and holistic perspectives. Educational Videos are offered at the end of each book through the use of a QR code, that when scanned, takes
the student to an online video showing a video relating to The Vietnam War. This gives the readers additional content to supplement the text.
Text Dependent Questions are placed at the end of each chapter. They challenge the readers comprehension of the chapter they have just
read, while sending the reader back t
Hundreds of memoirs, novels, plays, and movies have been devoted to the American war in Vietnam. In spite of the great variety of mediums,
political perspectives and the degrees of seriousness with which the war has been treated, Katherine Kinney argues that the vast majority of
these works share a single story: that of Americans killing Americans in Vietnam. Friendly Fire, in this instance, refers not merely to a tragic
error of war, it also refers to America's war with itself during the Vietnam years. Starting from this point, this book considers the concept of
"friendly fire" from multiple vantage points, and portrays the Vietnam age as a crucible where America's cohesive image of itself is
shattered--pitting soldiers against superiors, doves against hawks, feminism against patriarchy, racial fear against racial tolerance. Through
the use of extensive evidence from the film and popular fiction of Vietnam (i.e. Kovic's Born on the Fourth of July, Didion's Democracy,
O'Brien's Going After Cacciato, Rabe's Sticks and Bones and Streamers), Kinney draws a powerful picture of a nation politically, culturally,
and socially divided, and a war that has been memorialized as a contested site of art, media, politics, and ideology.
In 1970, John Kowalski is one of many young, naive teenage soldiers sent to Vietnam to fight in an unpopular war. Dubbed “Cherries” by
their more seasoned peers, these newbies suddenly found themselves thrust into the middle of a terrible nightmare - literally forced to
become men overnight. On-the-job-training is intense, however, most of these teenagers were hardly ready to absorb the harsh mental,
emotional, and physical stress of war. When coming under enemy fire for the first time and witnessing death first-hand, a life changing
transition begins...one that can't be reversed.The author is an excellent story teller, readers testify that they are right there with the
characters, joining them in their quest for survival, sharing the fear, awe, drama and sorrow, witnessing bravery and sometimes, even
laughing at their humor. It's a story that is hard to put down.When soldiers return home from war, all are different - changed for life. "Cherries"
tells it like it is and when finished, readers will better understand what these young men have to endure, and why change is imminent.
Memories of a Lost War is a study of poetry written primarily by Vietnam veterans during and after the war. Drawing on a wealth of material
often published in small presses and journals, the book highlights the horrors of war and the continuing traumas of veterans in a post-Vietnam
America that has largely rewritten the Vietnam war to suit dominant national ideologies. The analysis dwells on poems of solidarity wherein
American veterans reach out to their former enemy. The concluding chapter on Vietnamese poems in translation extends the circle of
memory and trauma. In its inclusion of Vietnam.
Explores the Tet Offensive of the Vietnam War. Authoritative text, colorful illustrations, illuminating sidebars, and questions to prompt critical
thinking make this an exciting and informative read.
In this introduction to the representations of the Vietnam War in American history, literature and film, Mark Taylor offers a concise,
interdisciplinary approach to this most popular but complex of subjects. His aim is to show the intricate nature of crucial events in Vietnam,
indicate the different ways in which historians and other writers and filmmakers have sought to make sense of them, and explore the sorts of
truths which each claims to be telling - how can we know what is authentic?
Ramparts Magazine's Vietnam War examines the publication's depiction of America's war in Indochina, which was the magazine's greatest
focus. Ramparts published more essays about Vietnam than about any other single topic. The magazine also went out of business just a few
months after the official end of the war. Chapters examine the magazine's depiction of Vietnam as several wars in one. Chapter One unpacks
the magazine's depiction of the war as a cultural phenomenon and abstraction that happened 13,000 miles away from the continental United
States. Chapter Two examines the magazine's depiction of corporate interests in America's war in Indochina, followed by a chapter that
examines Washington's war in Vietnam. That chapter is followed by an examination of the war lived by American soldiers, as well as the war
endured by the Vietnamese people. The final chapter examines Ramparts Magazine's unflinching advocacy of the antiwar movement in the
U.S.
Body Counts: The Vietnam War and Militarized Refuge(es) examines how the Vietnam War has continued to serve as a stage for the shoring
up of American imperialist adventure and for the (re)production of American and Vietnamese American identities. Focusing on the politics of
war memory and commemoration, this book retheorizes the connections among history, memory, and power and refashions the fields of
American studies, Asian American studies, and refugee studies not around the narratives of American exceptionalism, immigration, and
transnationalism but around the crucial issues of war, race, and violence—and the history and memories that are forged in the aftermath of
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war. At the same time, the book moves decisively away from the “damage-centered” approach that pathologizes loss and trauma by
detailing how first- and second-generation Vietnamese have created alternative memories and epistemologies that challenge the established
public narratives of the Vietnam War and Vietnamese people. Explicitly interdisciplinary, Body Counts moves between the humanities and
social sciences, drawing on historical, ethnographic, cultural, and virtual evidence in order to illuminate the places where Vietnamese
refugees have managed to conjure up social, public, and collective remembering.
Analysing policy documents from nine counterinsurgency wars, Elias asks why powerful militaries have difficulty managing local partners.
Revealing a critical political dynamic in military interventions, this book will appeal to academics and policymakers addressing
counterinsurgency issues in foreign policy, security studies and political science.

This U.S. Air Force (USAF) publication, previously classified, tells the story of the opening two years of the Rolling
Thunder air campaign in North Vietnam. The United States Air Force reached its nadir during this time. Never had the Air
Force operated with so many restraints and to so little effect. These pages are painful but necessary reading for all who
care about the nation's military power. Jacob Van Staaveren wrote this book in the 1970s near the end of his
distinguished government service, which began during the occupation of Japan; the University of Washington Press
published his book on that experience in 1995. He was an Air Force historian in Korea during the Korean War, and he
began to write about the Vietnam War while it was still being fought. His volume on the air war in Laos was declassified
and published in 1993. Now this volume on the air war in North Vietnam has also been declassified and is being
published for the first time. Although he retired to McMinnville, Oregon, a number of years ago, we asked him to review
the manuscript and make any changes that seemed warranted. For the most part, this is the book he wrote soon after the
war. Chapter 1 - Flaming Dart * The United States Considers a Reprisal Attack * Flaming Dart I * Flaming Dart II *
Chapter 2 - Planning * Paramilitary Activities and Bombing Plans * Rising Pressure from the Services to Bomb the North
* Selecting Major North Vietnamese Targets * The Gulf of Tonkin Incident * Washington Forbids Follow-on Strikes * The
Bien Hoa Incident * Beginning of a Limited, Two-Phase Program * Washington's Resistance to a Bombing Program Ends
* Chapter 3 - Rolling Thunder Begins * The Air Challenge in North Vietnam * Command and Control of Air Resources *
Preparations for a Rolling Thunder Program * The First Two Rolling Thunder Strikes * Initial Analysis of Aircraft Losses *
An Air Strategy Emerges * Beginning of Weekly Rolling Thunder Strikes * Supporting Operations for Rolling Thunder *
Contingency Planning for a Larger Conflict * Chapter 4 - Gradual Expansion * Further Decisions on Prosecuting the War
* Initial Bridge-Busting Attacks * Countering the North's Air Defenses * The Honolulu Conference of April 1965 * Rolling
Thunder's Moderate Pace Continues * Expansion of the Leaflet Program * Cautious Optimism on Bombing Results *
Chapter 5 - Pause and Escalation * The First Bombing Halt * Rolling Thunder Resumes * Hanoi Expands its Air and
Ground Defenses * The Air Force Organizes for Extended Combat * Washington Rejects a More Air-Oriented Strategy *
Beginning of Two-Week Bombing Cycles * Chapter 6 - The SAM Threat * Initial anti-SAM Operations * The First Iron
Hand Missions * Improving Detection of SAM Sites * Continued Air Strikes on non-SAM Targets * Establishment of a
Target Intelligence Center * Deepening Service Concern about Strike Restrictions * The First SAM "Kill" and the antiSAM Campaign in Late 1965 * The Air Force Increases its anti-SAM Capability * Chapter 7 - Toward the Thirty-seven
Day Bombing Halt * Additional Interdiction Changes and Planning for Negotiation * Continuation of the Leaflet Program *
Beginning of a Thirty-seven Day Bombing Halt * Chapter 8 - Diplomacy Fails * Hanoi Rejects American Peace Overtures
* Debate on Resuming the Bombing * Rolling Thunder 48 * More Deployment Planning * Rolling Thunder 49 * Chapter 9
- Rolling Thunder 50 * Westmoreland's "Extended Battlefield" Area * Selecting Rolling Thunder 50 Targets * Rolling
Thunder 50 Begins * The Air Munitions Shortage * Circumventing Bad Weather With MSQ-77 Radar * Countering the
North's Air Defense System * Improving MiG Watch and Border Patrol * Chapter 10 - The Strikes * The POL Debate *
Approval of a Few POL Strikes * Gradual Expansion of POL Strikes * Strikes on Major POL Sites Begin * The Honolulu
Conference, July 1966 * The POL Strangulation Campaign * Chapter 11 - Summary and Reappraisa
A Companion to the Vietnam War contains twenty-four definitive essays on America's longest and most divisive foreign
conflict. It represents the best current scholarship on this controversial and influential episode in modern American
history. Highlights issues of nationalism, culture, gender, and race. Covers the breadth of Vietnam War history, including
American war policies, the Vietnamese perspective, the antiwar movement, and the American home front. Surveys and
evaluates the best scholarship on every important era and topic. Includes a select bibliography to guide further research.
The Vietnam War is one of the defining conflicts of the twentieth century: not only did it divide American society at every
level; the conflict also represented a key shift in Asian anti-colonialism and shaped the course of the Cold War. Despite
its political and social importance, popular memory of the war is dominated by myths and stereotypes. In this incisive new
text, John Dumbrell debunks popular assumptions about the war and reassesses the key political, military and historical
controversies associated with one of the most contentious and divisive wars of recent times. Drawing upon an extensive
range of newly accessible sources, Rethinking the Vietnam War assesses all aspects of the conflict – ranging across
domestic electoral politics in the USA to the divided communist leadership in Hanoi and grassroots antiwar movements
around the world. The book charts the full course of the war – from the origins of American involvement, the growing
internationalization of the conflict and the swing year of 1968 to bitter twists in Sino-Soviet rivalry and the eventual
withdrawal of American forces. Situating the conflict within an international context, John Dumbrell also considers
competing interpretations of the war and points the way to the resolution of debates which have divided international
opinion for decades.
An examination of the political and cultural dynamism of the Republic of Vietnam until its collapse on April 30, 1975.
After the Fall of South Vietnam, both the southerners and northerners differentiate between helpers and deceivers:
Americans arrived in South Vietnam to help as they had done in Japan and West Germany after WWII; the great majority
of Vietnamese people appreciate 58,276 US soldiers who sacrificed their lives and other Americans who contributed
valuable helps in the years from 1954–1975. Contrarily, the communists from the North, with deceitful slogans like "Let us
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fight Americans to rescue our country" and "Nothing is precious than freedom" and so on are deceivers. Additionally, the
Vietnamese felt miserable in the stringent dictatorship of the communists, so millions of them risked their lives to escape;
at least 300,000 died on the East Sea or in the forests. - - - - The Vietnamese refugees (escapees, former officials and
officers from prisons or labor camps of the communists) appreciate all countries that welcome and help them and their
families rebuild their lives; they have better lives now. The USA is the land of opportunities, so many of them have
overcome difficulties and procured successes in different fields, especially in educated and business careers.
A quarter century after its end, the Vietnam War still divides Americans. Some, mostly on the left, claim that Indochina
was of no strategic value to the United States and was not worth an American war. Others, mostly on the right, argue that
timid civilian leaders and defeatists within the media fatally undermined the war effort. These "lessons of Vietnam" have
become ingrained in the American consciousness, at the expense of an accurate understanding of the war itself. In this
groundbreaking reinterpretation of America's most disastrous and controversial war, Michael Lind demolishes the stale
orthodoxies of the left and the right and puts the Vietnam War in its proper context -- as part of the global conflict
between the Soviet Union and the United States. The Cold War, he argues, was actually the third world war of the
twentieth century, and the proxy wars in Korea, Vietnam, and Afghanistan were its major campaigns. Unwilling to engage
each other in the heart of Europe, the superpowers played out their contest on the Asian front, while the rest of the world
watched to see which side would retreat. As Lind shows, the Soviet Union and Communist China recognized the
importance of Vietnam in this struggle and actively supported the North Vietnamese regime from its earliest days, a fact
that was not lost on the strategic planners within the Kennedy, Johnson, and Nixon administrations. Lind offers a
provocative reassessment of why the United States failed in Vietnam despite the high stakes. The ultimate responsibility
for defeat lies not with the civilian policy elite nor with the press but with the military establishment, which failed to adapt
to the demands of what before 1968 had been largely a guerrilla war. The high costs of the military's misguided approach
in American and Vietnamese lives sapped the support of the American people for the U.S. commitment to Indochina.
Even worse, the costs of the war undermined American public support for the Cold War on all fronts. Lind masterfully lays
bare the deep cultural divisions within the United States that made the Cold War consensus so fragile and shows why it
broke apart so easily. The consequence of U.S. military failure was thus the forfeiture of Indochina, a resurgence of
American isolationism, and a wave of Soviet imperial expansion checked only by the Second Cold War of the 1980s. The
New York Times has written of Michael Lind that he "defies the usual political categories of left and right, liberal and
conservative." And in an era when the United States so often finds itself embroiled in prolonged and difficult conflicts -- in
Kosovo, Bosnia, and Iraq -- Lind offers a sobering cautionary tale to Americans of all political viewpoints.
This book depicts the United States Navy's contribution to the twenty-five-year American and Vietnamese campaign to
defend the Republic of Vietnam. The dimension of that effort is suggested by the fact that two million U.S. naval
personnel, more than 2,551 of whom lost their lives, served their country in Southeast Asia. The text and photographs in
By Sea, Air, and Land cover all naval aspects of this prolonged campaign, particularly the operations of carrier, surface,
amphibious, logistic, riverine, coastal, and mine forces. Assessments of the Navy's overall experience in
counterinsurgency, civic action, and the advisory effort are provided. Coverage extends to naval forces assigned to the
Seventh Fleet as well as to units based ashore that reported to the Commander Naval Forces, Vietnam. Chapter 1 - The
Early Years, 1950-1959 * Passage to Freedom * Development of the Vietnamese Navy * Chapter 2 - The Era of Growing
Conflict, 1959-1965 * The Crises in Laos * U.S. Naval Advisors and the Vietnamese Navy * Counterinsurgency and the
Navy * U.S. Navy Direct Support * Expanding Operations into North Vietnam and Laos * Gulf of Tonkin Incidents * The
Conflict in Transition * Chapter 3 - The Years of Combat, 1965-1968 * The Naval Command in Southeast Asia * The
Carrier Force * Rolling Thunder * Amphibious Landings in South Vietnam * Bombardment from the Sea * Coastal
Interdiction * The Naval Command in South Vietnam * River Patrol * Riverine Assault Force * The Naval Advisory Effort *
Civic Action * The Navy's Logistic Support of the War * Naval Support Activities * Chapter 4 - Winding Down the War,
1968-1973 * The SEALORDS Campaign * Allied Navies on the Offensive * Vietnamization of Naval Operations * Task
Force 77 Operations * Allied Surface Warfare * Vietnamization Completed * Countering the Easter Offensive *
Linebacker * Withdrawal from the War * Chapter 5 - The Final Curtain, 1973-1975 * Naval Evacuation of i Corps and II
Corps * Eagle Pull * The Fall of South Vietnam * Appendixes * A. U.S. Navy Medal of Honor Recipients * B. Secretaries
of the Navy and Key U.S. Naval Officers * C. Carrier Deployments to Southeast Asia * D. Aircraft Tailcodes * E. Enemy
Aircraft Shot Down by Naval Aviators in Southeast Asia * Glossary of Abbreviations and Terms * Selected Bibliography
When many Americans think of the Vietnam War, they visualize Army infantrymen warily inching their way along a jungle
trail or slogging through endless rice paddies under a mercilessly hot sun. Troops fighting house to house through the
streets of Saigon during the cataclysmic Tet Offensive of 1968 is another scene that comes readily to mind. Others may
picture an Air Force attack jet dropping napalm bombs on a Viet Cong position or B-52s releasing strings of bombs high
above the clouds. The aim of this illustrated history is to shed light on the significant involvement of the U.S. Navy, over a
period of 25 years, in the struggle for Southeast Asia. The Navy was there from 1950, when the French Union Forces
battling the Viet Minh were supplied with American aircraft and naval vessels, to 1975, when helicopters and ships of the
Seventh Fleet evacuated the last Americans from Saigon. During the years from 1964 to 1973 alone, 2,636,000 sailors
and Marines served in the Southeast Asian operational theater. Even before 1965, when substantial U.S. ground and air
forces deployed to Southeast Asia, the fleet maintained a powerful presence in the waters off troubled Indochina. The
Eisenhower, Kennedy, and Johnson administrations repeatedly brandished the fleet weapon to deter Chinese and North
Vietnamese military activism and to influence the political-military struggle ashore.
Explores how Cold War men's magazines idealized warrior-heroes and sexual-conquerors and normalized conceptions
of martial masculinity.
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My dissertation poses and addresses the main question of how history is remembered and represented in literature. My case studies are five
novels as illustrative of a range of perspectives on the war: The Quiet American by British writer Graham Greene, Yellow Fever by French
journalist Jean Larteguy, In the Lake of the Woods by American veteran Tim O'Brien, The Sympathizer by Vietnamese American writer Viet
Thanh Nguyen, and The Sorrow of War by Vietnamese veteran Bao Ninh. Seeking to shed light on how different humans respond to the
same historical events, my dissertation offers a unique comparative way to come to understand the Vietnam War, an important chapter in
American and Vietnamese history. My dissertation is divided into three chapters: Chapter 1: The Vietnam war from third party perspectives
Chapter 2: The Vietnam war from American perspectives Chapter 3: The Vietnam war from a Vietnamese perspective.
Covering many aspects of the Vietnam War that have not been addressed before, this book supplies new perspectives from academics as
well as Vietnam veterans that explore how this key conflict of the 20th century has influenced everyday life and popular culture during the war
as well as for the past 50 years. • Addresses an especially eventful time in American history with long-lasting consequences—a period that
has parallels with more recent events involving military conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan • Provides coverage of Norman Lear, creator of the
popular 1970s sitcom All In The Family, including information from a recent interview • Includes viewpoints from Vietnam combat veterans
regarding how film and television portrayed the war they participated in and lived through • Supplies a chapter on the Vietnam veteran biker
movement
Why did the US make a commitment to an independent South Vietnam? Could a major war have been averted? Fredrik Logevall provides a
concise, comprehensive and accessible introduction to the origins of the Vietnam War from the end of the Indochina War in 1954 to the
eruption of full-scale war in 1965, and places events against their full international background.
Acclaimed New York Times journalist and author Chris Hedges offers a critical -- and fascinating -- lesson in the dangerous realities of our
age: a stark look at the effects of war on combatants. Utterly lacking in rhetoric or dogma, this manual relies instead on bare fact, frank
description, and a spare question-and-answer format. Hedges allows U.S. military documentation of the brutalizing physical and
psychological consequences of combat to speak for itself. Hedges poses dozens of questions that young soldiers might ask about combat,
and then answers them by quoting from medical and psychological studies. • What are my chances of being wounded or killed if we go to
war? • What does it feel like to get shot? • What do artillery shells do to you? • What is the most painful way to get wounded? • Will I be
afraid? • What could happen to me in a nuclear attack? • What does it feel like to kill someone? • Can I withstand torture? • What are the
long-term consequences of combat stress? • What will happen to my body after I die? This profound and devastating portrayal of the horrors
to which we subject our armed forces stands as a ringing indictment of the glorification of war and the concealment of its barbarity.
Vietnam's American WarA HistoryCambridge University Press
Going beyond the dominant orthodox narrative to incorporate insight from revisionist scholarship on the Vietnam War, Michael G. Kort
presents the case that the United States should have been able to win the war, and at a much lower cost than it suffered in defeat. Presenting
a study that is both historiographic and a narrative history, Kort analyzes important factors such as the strong nationalist credentials and
leadership qualities of South Vietnam's Ngo Dinh Diem; the flawed military strategy of 'graduated response' developed by Robert McNamara;
and the real reasons South Vietnam collapsed in the face of a massive North Vietnamese invasion in 1975. Kort shows how the US
commitment to defend South Vietnam was not a strategic error but a policy consistent with US security interests during the Cold War, and
that there were potentially viable strategic approaches to the war that might have saved South Vietnam.
This unique report provides a fascinating glimpse at military public relations efforts during the early years of the Vietnam War. The origin of
this pamphlet lies in the continuing program at all levels of command to keep Marines informed of the ways of combat and civic action in
Vietnam. Not limited in any way to set methods and means, this informational effort spreads across a wide variety of projects, all aimed at
making the lessons learned in Vietnam available to the Marine who is fighting there and the Marine who is soon due to take his turn in
combat. Our officers and men in Vietnam are deeply involved in efforts to improve the situation of the Vietnamese people. This pamphlet tells
the story of the first formative year of civilian-aid policies, programs, and actions of the III Marine Amphibious Force. To write the study and to
perform the extensive and involved research necessary to document its text, the Marine Corps was able to call upon a particularly wellqualified reserve officer, Captain Russel H. Stolfi, who volunteered for several months of active duty in the spring of 1967 for this purpose. In
civilian life, Captain Stolfi, who holds a doctor of philosophy degree in history from Stanford University, is Assistant Professor of History at the
Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California. Chapter I * The Changing Pattern of War: Marine Corps Civic Action * Chapter II * The
Governing Institutions of the Republic of Vietnam: March 1965-March 1966 * Chapter III * Military Civic Action in Vietnam * Chapter IV * The
Landing of Major Marine Corps Air and Ground Forces in South Vietnam and the Early Development of Civic Action: March-July 1965 *
Chapter V * The Turning Point in Civic Action: August 1965 * Chapter VI * Accelerating the Pace of Civic Action: The Challenge of support for
Rural Construction (September-December 1965) * Chapter VII * A New Calendar Year: Patterns of Civic Action in January-March 1966
Heavily illustrated and welcoming to students and scholars of this infamous and pivotal time, America and the Vietnam War is a perfect
companion to any course on the Vietnam War Era.
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